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T e c h n i c a l D a t a s h e e t



Machine Description 

 The Lasersoinc B cutting system is the ideal, economical machine for high-quality sheet metal
laser cutting.

 This high-quality laser cutting system boasts low operation and maintenance costs, all while
offering simple operation. Various materials in a variety of thicknesses are compatible with this
system, with little need for operator intervention.

 The industrial-grade, high strength honeycomb structure of the machine ensures long-term,
stable operation. The enclosed, protective cover and intelligent exhaust system offer not only a
high standard laser, but an essentials production safety protection.

Standard configuration:
  Honeycomb welded structure
 Gantry double drive control system
 Large inertia servo motor and drive
 Regulated power supply
 Dust removal fan
 Precision cutting head
 High precision helical rack and pinion
 High precision guide
 Water Cooled
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Fiber Laser Resonator 

 Light is already coupled into the flexible fiber, allowing it to be easily delivered into a movable,
focusing element. This is an important feature in laser cutting, welding, and the folding of metals
and polymers.

 Power output: Fiber lasers can potentials have active regions several kilometers long, meaning
they can provide very high optical gain. The surface area to volume ration means that the active
regions can support continuous output kilowatt levels, allowing for efficient cooling.

 Optical quality: The fiber's waveguiding properties reduce or eliminate the thermal distortion of
the optical path, typically producing a diffraction-limited, high-quality optical beam.

 Compact size: Fiber lasers are compact compared to rod or gas lasers of comparable power, as
the fiber can be bent and coiled to save space.

 Reliability: Fiber lasers exhibit high temperature and vibrational stability, extended machine life,
and maintenance-free turnkey operation.

 High peak power and nanosecond pulses enable effective marking and engraving. The
additional power and beam quality provide cleaner cut edges and faster cutting speeds.

 Fiber lasers are used to make high-performance surface-acoustic wave (SAW) devices. These
lasers raise throughput and lower ownership costs in comparison to older solid-state laser
technology.
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CNC Control System

CypCut Control Platform 

 The Lasersonic B utilizes FSCUT laser cutting control system equipped with a large screen
display, and a professional laser cutting system. Based on Microsoft’s “Windows” operating
system, FSCUT integrates several laser cutting modules with various, specialized functions.
Equipped with a wireless keyboard and mouse system, operation is simple and familiar.

 Provided is a full-featured CypCut cutting software. This software is feature rich, simplifying and
optimizing the cutting process, significantly improving operator productivity and efficiency.

 The operator sets up the cutting system before production begins and does not need to stop the
material handling during processing.

 CyCut provides common drawing functions, easily located in the drawing toolbar on the left-
hand side of the screen. These intuitive drawing functions are comparable to those found in
AutoCAD. The software has a variety of simple, user-friendly graphics operating functions.
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 CypCut supports graphic data formats such as AI, DXF, PLT, Gerber, and LXD, accepts
international standard G-Code generated by Master Cam, Type3, and other software, and
automatically optimizes opened/imported external files such as DXF, saving time and efficiency.

 In order to obtain high-quality acute and right angles, CypCut is equipped with real-time
frequency and power curves; the power of the laser radiation is automatically adjusted
according to the speed of movement of the cutting head. When the cutting head speed is at
zero (when the corner is stopped), the output radiant power is equal to the minimum power set,
preventing the burnout of the corners.

 The engraving and cutting modes are individually set by the operator before cutting starts. The
operator can reconfigure the machine and enter new settings without having to stop the material
handling process. Switching between modes occurs automatically, which increases the
productivity of operation.

 CypCut software reads the special material library, the selects the specific material library
parameters corresponding to the material being used and modifies the storage operation.

 CypCut provides 16 parameter layers which can be individually set, including cutting speed,
laser power, air pressure, cutting height, among other processes. The color of each layer is
unique, making convenient for browsing and configuring cutting graphics parameters
convenient.

 The simplicity of the CypCut software allows you to shorten the time to train mid-level expert on
the machine, a positive impact on production costs. CypCut offers free upgrades and allows
operators to monitor and control of the installation system: tracking systems, cooling systems,
lasers, and viewing node logs.

 The BCS100 self-contained capacitor height adjuster (abbreviated as BCS100) adopts a closed-
loop control method to control the laser-cutting capacitor follower and provides a unique
Ethernet communication (TCP/IP protocol) interface. It is easy to implement high-speed
automatic tracking and sharing with CypCut, as well as section perforation, progressive
perforation, edge-seeking cutting, frog-leaping lifting, cutting head elevation setting, flight optical
path compensation, etc. The BCS100 adopts a double-closed-loop algorithm with speed and
position.

 Frog jump: When the material burns, the optical head rises to the jump height set by the
operator. As the head is raised, the melted metal does not fall on the nozzle and cannot be
derived, or the whole optical head fails. Cutting needs to occur further from the set distance.

 Cutting on the fly: This method can significantly reduce the processing time of the sheet,
because it does not cut every detail individually, but instead cuts all the contours into a straight
line. The high-speed optical head delivers the entire sheet line by line, cutting out the contours
of the corresponding segments.
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Cutting Database

 The laser system features an integrated cutting database with parameters for many common 
materials and different material-cut conditions. The machine operator can make modifications to 
the cutting database at the control panel. The cutting database management software can list all 
the available material files or can requested to display only those files that meet certain criteria. 
For example, the system can display only those materials of a certain type or thickness that fits 
in that process group. Using the cutting database management system, the operator can select 
the closest existing data file as a starting point for next cutting applications (precision, standard, 
high speed, etching, etc.)

Machine Base 

 The heat-treated base was formed with state-of-the-art welding technology, strengthening the
intensity and stiffness of the metal.

 The machine base goes through an initial processing phase, then a second process of
mechanical stress relief, followed by a third step of semi-processing, and the final processing
procedure.

 The base design structure matches the industry standard with high accuracy and rigidity, and
mechanical stress has been completely removed during the process of welding and machining

 The machine frame has been designed and welded in a beehive structure, which effectively
spreads the thrusting force produced by the motion of the electric motor to every part of the
machine, guaranteeing machine stability.

Honeycomb welded structure 
Structure view
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Intelligent Dust & Particle Extraction System 

 This system helps to extract the dust and metal particles produced as the machine runs to
protect the laser equipment and keep the entire workspace clean. When the cutting head
moves to each separated cell, it will automatically trigger the extraction function and the other
cells will keep shutting down. If the cutting head moves away to the other cells, the extraction
function will automatically shut down in the original cell. This design ensures the extraction
power is focused on one cell at a time, increasing the extraction capacity.

Dual Motor & Chain Structure 
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 This cutting system features eight sets of high intensity, extremely stable, and reliable chain 
clusters; switching velocities between the exchanging cutting table takes only between 8-15 
seconds.

 Double running modes, such as linkage exchange or independent exchange, prevent off-center 
running and collision. This is convenient for materials loading/unloading and makes it easier to 
remove the waste.



Motion System 

 The material remains stationary on the cutting table as the
cutting head moves along the X, Y and Z-axes. This high
precision, three axis drive system consists of a re-circulation
ball lead screw along the Z axis, along with a dual high speed,
helical rack and pinion drives on the X & Y-axis. This leads to
a quieter, smoother, much faster processing drive system.

High-Speed Cutting Head 

 This high-speed cutting head
features a motorized focus position
adjustment for automatic machine
setup and piercing work.

 The lightweight and slim design is
perfect for enhanced acceleration
and cutting speed.

 The head is drift-free with fast-
reacting distance measurement and
permanent, protective window
monitoring.

 Straight and angled design cutting
heads have been developed to
adapt to the needs of the machine
operators.

 The cutting head features a
completely dust proof beam path
with protective windows

 The display shows the operating
parameters and the interface for
machine control. Pressure
monitoring is included in the nozzle
area (gas cutting) and in the head.

Helical Rack and Pinion

View from 
above
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Standard industrial lever machine tool processing steps

•  A heavy body means less vibration and longer duration.
•  Standard industrial processing procedure, heat treated completely removing stress, which ensure long lifespan andhigh accuracy

for the machine
•  Machine body with honeycomb welding structure, welded with solid steel frames, when servo motor instantlyaccelerates or

decelerate, the huge thrust can smoothly disperse to every part of the machine tool, which meansless vibration, high accuracy and
long durability

•  The machine tools structure and strength with data simulation analysis, and durability testing,ensure 10 more years long life use
•  Long life time stability and high accuracy can guarantee customer long term investment return

Intelligent servo exhausting system

•  During the cutting operation,the operation system controls
cylinder only to open the cutting section dust outlet, at the
same time, close the other non-operating interval dust outlet,
which can enhance dust exhaust capability, ensure perfect dust
exhaust performance

•  Covering thicker heat resistant material protects dust exhaust
system components,which can extend its lifespan, to ensure
machine long years stable operation

                                
Whole machine tool  

welding & forming 

technology

Heat treatment 

&S tressr elief
Final-processing

Second time Vibrating 

Stress Relief
Semi-processing

First step 

processing

Pressure Regulator 
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 An automatic pressure regulator is included with the
machine. The CNC system regulates the air type and
pressure to correspond to the cutting material, leading to a
high-quality cut.

 The cutting pressure is automatically controlled by the
proportional valve, which can save 20%~40% gas
consumption

 Aventics/Rexroth brand, best quality and stability
 Automatically control gas flow, which can help to cutting

edge smoothly
 Special cutting capacity: iron plate sharp angle cutting and

thick plate spot cutting
 Reduce manual adjustment operation, increase production

efficiency 30%-50%



Chiller

 The chiller system pumps refrigerated water through the laser cutting
system to keep the laser resonator and the cutting head at the constant,
low temperature. The chillers are designed to consume less energy than
conventional chillers, featuring high accuracy temperature control with a
reliable performance. Customer’s must supply distilled water to be added
to the chiller, first during the initial installation and for routine maintenance.

Control Cabinet 

 This machine is equipped with an EU/USA standard control cabinet. The strong and weak
electricity are split inside the cabinet, with each line clearly distinguished and easy to check. An
air conditioner is also included in this cabinet, ensuring that the temperature remains consistent.
The control cabinet also assists in the extraction process, removing dust or small particles from
the machine, ensuring that the power supply runs not only continuously, but safely and reliably,
without need for maintenance.

Enclosure 

 The cutting table of the Lasersonic B is enclosed, protecting the surrounding area from
scattered radiations and aiding the dust collection process. The cutting area is accessible via
the interlocked doors included on the machine and the cutting process is viewable through
the windows surrounding the cutting table.
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 The machine is supplied with various consumables needed for the use of the machine, such as
the focus lenses, the cutting nozzle, and the slat tables. However, these consumables will not
live forever. As the machine is used, the consumables break down to make the beam used for
cutting. The frequency with which the consumables need to be replaced will all depend on the
frequency of machine use and the processing technique. Additional consumables such as oils
or lubricants will need to be purchased by the customer as they are needed.

System Technical Specifications 

Consumables 

Control system - CypCut

Load table kg 800 (1760 lbs) 1000 (2200 lbs) 2600 (5720 lbs) 3000 (6600 lbs)

Cutting range (X-axis, Y-axis) mm 3000 x 1500 (118x590") 4000 x 2000 (157.4x78.7") 6000 x 2000 (256x98.5") 6000 x 2500 (157.4x98.4")

X/Y-axis positioning accuracy mm/m ±0.03 (0.00118") 

X/Y-axis worktable repeating
positioning accuracy

mm/m ±0.02 (0.00078") 

Max. travel speed X/Y axis m/min 140 (5511.8"/min) 

Max. acceleration X/Y axis g 1.0

Max. positioning speed Z axis m/min 30 (1181"/min)

Max. acceleration Z axis g 1.0

Laser source / laser power 1000 / 1500 / 2000 / 3000 / 4000

Power 1000 / 1500 / 2000 / 3000 / 4000 / 6000

Weight 8800 (19360 lbs) 10000 (22,000 lbs) 15000 (33,000 lbs) 16500 (36,300 lbs)

Dimensions (with table)

- / W

W

kg

mm 8330 x 5700 (328x224.5") 10500 x 5750 (413x226") 14300 x 6400 (563x252") 14700 x 6800 (579"x268")

Technical Spesification 3015 B 4020 B 6020 B 6025 B

Cutting Thickness
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Materials 
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* The above specifications are subject to change without prior notice, no liability for printing mistakes. Machine may be shown with optional equipment. 

KAAST Machine Tools ·3 Merion Terrace, Aldan, PA  · Tel: 610-441-7317 E-Mail: info@kaast-usa.com




